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Introduction
The Royal Government of Cambodia has predicted
strong growth in agriculture and its prospects as
aviable solution to the current economic pressure
and employment disruptions caused by COVID-19.
The sector could potentially offer alternative jobs
for affected workers, especially migrant returnees.
Yet, constraints exist, which disrupt worker recruitment in this sector. To remove the barriers and link
workers to employers, a better labour information
flow among stakeholders is needed.

KEY MESSAGES
■ Both corporate and private farms face labour shortages.
■ Farms mainly recruit workers by themselves and through

personal and workers’ networks.
■ To help farms better recruit workers, better information

flows on agri-job wages and labour demand are needed.
■ A multi-actor labour information platform involving local

authorities, line departments, agricultural cooperatives,
and crop associations will bridge demand and supply gaps.
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Research Approach

Demand for More Workers

Percentages of farms needing more workers

Respondents (numbers of farms and persons)

The key lessons presented here are based on a
study conducted by the Centre for Policy Studies in August-September 2021 in Mondulkiri,
Ratanakiri, Preah Vihear, Tboung Khmum, and
Kampong Thom provinces. The study employed a
mixed-methods approach, encompassing a farm
survey, a worker survey, and key informant interviews (KII) with relevant stakeholders. KII participants included the Provincial Departments of
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (PDAFF); the
Provincial Departments of Labour and Vocational
Training (PDLVT); commune councils; agricultural cooperatives; and crop associations.

Key Findings

Only 14 percent of the surveyed farms faced worker shortages. Of the farms that needed more workers, 44 percent were corporate farms and 56 percent were private farms. The demand accounted
for approximately 4,000 workers. On average, a
corporate farm lacked 322 workers while a private
farm lacked 11 workers.

Average number of more workers needed per farm (persons)

Worker Recruitment

Current Employment

Average number of workers employed per farm

On average, a corporate farm employed 638 workers while a private farm employed only 17 workers.
This result indicates a massive gap between employment opportunities offered by corporate and
private farms.

Only 15% of farms had a workforce plan

Workforce planning is a process of analyzing,
forecasting, and planning workforce supply and
demand to fulfill strategic objectives. Unfortunately, only 15 percent of the surveyed farms, most of
which were corporate farms, had such a plan.
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Further, over 90 percent of farms employed
self-recruitment strategies. Most common strategies were recruitment through current or former
workers and through villagers, friends and relatives.

Levels of difficulty in worker recruitment

Self-recruitment strategies employed by farms

For private farms, the period of the highest demand for labour is from February to May, while
corporate farms need most labour in April-June.

Job-Seeking Strategies

Periods of the highest demand for labour (% of farms)

Key Stakeholders’ Roles Concerning Agri-job
Information
How did farm workers get a job?

A vast majority of workers working in agriculture acquired the jobs through networking (relatives/ friends/neighbours), direct job applications,
and direct calls from farm owners or worker team
leaders.
Is Worker Recruitment Difficult?
Over 40 percent of farms faced difficulty in recruiting workers. Corporate farms faced greater
challenges than private farms, possibly due to their
sizable demand for labour and the seasonality of
farm work.

■ PDAFF’s work does not deal with provision or

dissemination of agri-job and wage information.
■ PDLVT works with the National Employment
Agency to publicize job opportunities via mobile
job fairs at village and commune levels, but does
not focus on agri-jobs.
■ Commune authorities do not link farm employers
with job seekers, but just issue necessary
documents to workers.
■ Agricultural cooperatives do not share
information on labour needs and availability with
commune authorities.
■ Members of crop associations (CAs) can share
information about labour needs; yet, CAs do not
have an active role to aid members to recruit
workers.
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Assistance Needed from the Government
Despite the difficulty in worker recruitment,
nearly 60 percent of farms reported they do not
need any assistance from the government to meet
their workforce demand. Only 14 percent would
need information on labour force availability. Specifically, only four percent would need recruitment
assistance from the government. These results reflect the fact that employers used self-recruitment
strategies to fulfil their labour demand.

Assistance needed from the government

To attract laid-off workers to work in agriculture,
42 percent of farms needed support from the
government. Of these farms, 48 percent needed
collaboration in job and wage information sharing,
45 percent needed collaboration in skill training,
and 7 percent needed collaboration in provision of
social support.

Recommendations
Create a multi-actor platform for sharing
agri-labour information
The fact that farms recruited workers through their
personal and current workers’ networks and that
workers found an agricultural job using their social
capital depicts the dysfunction of and lack of coordination among formal institutions (i.e. PDAFF,
PDLVT, local authorities, agricultural cooperatives, and crop associations) and farms in bridging
the information gaps in the labour demand and
supply. Thus, a multi-actor platform that stores and
shares information on agri-labour demand and
supply will improve the coordination and collaboration among these agencies and between these
agencies and farms. Such a platform will reduce
the informality of worker recruitment in the sector and will render better support for both farms
and workers, particularly skill training and social
support.
Emphasize agri-jobs in mobile job fairs
Local-level mobile job fairs are promising initiatives that should be expanded with adequate resources, especially to areas facing acute labour
shortages. Such fairs should prioritize agri-jobs
and widely disseminate information on wages and
work conditions of agri-jobs to potential workers,
particularly local ones. Further to local authorities,
mobile job fairs should be done in collaboration
with both corporate and private farms. In this way,
information gaps between employers and job-seekers will be reduced.
Formalize agri-labour brokerage

Assistance needed from the government to attract laid-off workers

Given the importance of personal networks and
brokerage in worker supply, labour intermediaries should be formally registered with concerned
authorities. Such formalization will improve efficiency, competitiveness, and protection of workers’ and employers’ benefits. Meanwhile, labour
brokers will receive support in a formal way, such
as training and inclusion in an information system and networking forums with employers and
job-seekers.
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Case Story
Labour Management Strategy
A young owner who helped his parents to manage rubber and pepper plantations in Mondulkiri province
had innovative ideas to keep and sub-contract workers. This young man, in his late twenties, had over 50
regular workers working for his private farms. He recruited new seasonal workers via the personal networks
of his existing workers (i.e., their relatives, friends or fellow villagers). Taking good care of workers was key
to keeping them to work at his farms. Further to free accommodation and meals and competitive salaries/
wages, he treated workers as his family members. When his workers fell ill, he took them to a health centre or
private clinic and paid their medical costs. When his workers needed money earlier to pay a loan or debt, he
advanced payment of salary/wage one or two weeks beforehand. Moreover, he had strong connections with
worker leaders of other farms or firms, from whom he could outsource workers to supply his farms or other
farms when required. He would charge a commission fee to farm owners/managers based on the number
of workers needed. If necessary, he would ‘lend’ his own workers to other farm owners who urgently needed
labourers. In this way, he earned extra income as well as reciprocity in labour exchange with other farm
owners within his networks.
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